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an57 Stata is on the Web
Chinh Nguyen, webmaster@stata.com




















m. This site contains useful materials for Stata users as well as potential users. Let us know what
you like, dislike, and what you would like to see added.






























l tests (linear or nonlinear) hypotheses about the estimated parameters from the most recently estimated model. The
equations to be tested must be previously deﬁned by
e





) speciﬁes a matrix name to be created containing




) with respect to
b;s e e










q;s e eMethods and Formulas below. This option is
intended for programmers needing an internal ingredient of the calculation.
Remarks
























c, etc.); second, deﬁne the equation(s) to be tested using
e























































































































































































































l reports the constraints being tested followed by an
F or
￿






l is not restricted to being used


















































































































t (see [5s] test) is faster. For instance, in the above example, if you
wanted to test constraint
t
w
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Specifying constraints









































































or you could express the constraint any other way you wished.
















































































speciﬁes the constraint that the value of variable
m
p









































































l may not catch the mistake; in that case, the constraint will be dropped without explanation because it











































Note that there are other reasons constraints may be dropped; see Dropped constraints below.


































] equals the reciprocal of the value of
m
p





























Sometimes this mistake will be ﬂagged by the “contains X and not
b
[X
]” error and sometimes not. Be careful.
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l automatically drops constraints when



















































In this example, the 3rd constraint is nonbinding since it is implied by the ﬁrst two.

































































3 test (numerator) degrees of freedom
$
S












You have estimated a model. Deﬁne
b as resulting the 1
￿




k covariance matrix. The






q,w h e r e
R is a function returning a
j
￿ 1 vector. The Wald test formula















































j degrees of freedom if










k denominator degrees of freedom in the case of linear regression.
References
Greene, W. H. 1993. Econometric Analysis. 2d ed. New York: Macmillan.
dm27.1 Correction to improved collapse
William Gould, Stata Corp., FAX 409-696-4601


















d” when the maximum (
m
a
x)o fav a r i a b l e
was requested. This error is now ﬁxed.Stata Technical Bulletin 5
dm37 Extended merge capabilities

































d match-merges two or more
Stata dictionary ﬁles.

























































































d perform only match-merges.




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































dm38 A more automated merge procedure
Robert M. Farmer, Alabama Quality Assurance Foundation, Inc., 205-970-1600
In addition to providing a wide range of statistical commands, Stata also provides a full set of data management commands.





e, which combines the current data set (the master data set) with a data set on disk
(the using data set). Commonly, the data sets are merged based on the values of a matching variable that determines which
observations from each data set are joined.
The user must complete several steps to perform a successful match-merge in Stata. First, the user must sort both data sets











e command. Finally, the user must
u
s












where mergevar is the matching variable and mergeﬁle is the using data set.
This process is fraught with potential errors:
1. Both the master and the using data sets must contain the matching variable. No provision is made for data sets that contain
matching variables with different names.






e cannot exist in either data set.








































mergevar is the matching variable in the master data set. If mergevar-2 is omitted, the matching variable in the using data set





e command. mergeﬁle is the ﬁlename (with path,















fail. In these cases, the original master data set is left in place. Also, merging a small master data set with a much larger using
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dm39 Using .hlp ﬁles to document data analysis
Michael Hills, London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, London, mhills@lshtm.ac.uk
As every data analyst knows, without documentation the details of exactly what happened during the analysis fade beyond
recall within a few months. Anything which makes the rather tedious chore of documentation easier is welcome. The use of
help ﬁles is suggested as an additional tool for documentation which can be used along with standard Stata tools such as labeling




















p which pulls in the documentation for a command and displays it on the screen. This





















o ﬁle, but can be anywhere in the adopath. The ﬁle contains text with the additional convention that






^, is highlighted in the display. To use this facility for documenting data and analysis




p. These can then be pulled in and displayed at any time during








t command can be used to edit them. The convenient place to put these ﬁles is in the











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































For a large project I ﬁnd it convenient to have a help ﬁle for the project which lists all of the data ﬁles involved, with a
short description of each. For each data ﬁle I have a help ﬁle which starts with a description of what is in the ﬁle, and then lists








e is a good way of
starting this help ﬁle. Full details about coding can then be added, and further comments can be included as time passes. Finally
I have a help ﬁle which documents the various
.
d
o ﬁles which are used to carry out the analysis. Keeping all documentation in
the computer in this way has advantages—it means that you can check on coding details at any time, and document as you go
along.
Reference
Schmidt, T. J. 1995. dm35: A utility for surveying Stata format data sets. Stata Technical Bulletin 28: 7–9.
dm40 Converting string variables to numeric variables
Robert M. Farmer, Alabama Quality Assurance Foundation, Inc., 205-970-1600
Very often, numeric variables obtained from an outside source or another program will be stored as strings. Stata can read



















) does not recognize some
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s option is speciﬁed. If the numeric-var is also speciﬁed, a new variable with that name is generated to hold the
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gr18 Graphing high-dimensional data using parallel coordinates
John R. Gleason, Syracuse University, 73241.717@compuserve.com
Effective methods for visualizing high-dimensional data sets are among the cornerstones of modern data analysis. Many






command offers as an option. A scatterplot matrix is easy to understand and often reveals many interesting features of a data
set, but no single tool is likely to be best for all data analysis problems. This insert describes a command that implements an
alternative visualization tool, the parallel coordinates plot, a display that may be useful as an alternative or supplement to the
familiar scatterplot matrix. (For the sake of brevity, the phrase parallel coordinates will often be replaced with the acronym
ParC.)




2) as positions along the axes of the Cartesian coordinate





2-axes are parallel rather than perpendicular to each other. An individual observation consists of a position
on each axis, and is plotted as the line segment connecting those two positions. Let us pause, brieﬂy, to demonstrate these two
approaches to graphing a set of bivariate observations.
Cartesian and parallel coordinates in the bivariate case
Consider a data set used by Campbell (1989) to locate bushﬁre scars. The raw data consist of satellite measurements on ﬁve






























































































































































































































































































































































































(graph appears, see Figure 2)




2. (In fact, the Pearson
r
= .80.) In Figure 2, the same data are represented as 38 line segments and, given the relative




2 are positively correlated. But a strong
positive correlation means that
f
1 is roughly a linear re-expression of
f
2. Given that one may arbitrarily set the location and
scale for the axes of any graph, this means that position along the
f
1 axis should strongly resemble position along the
f
2 axis.
That is, a positive correlation should result in many line segments that are nearly parallel to each other; Figure 2 has just that
appearance. (Similarly, a strong negative correlation should result in many lines that cross each other in an X-shaped manner.)
This might seem an arcane way to view a bivariate distribution, though this is partly a matter of greater familiarity with
the scatterplot. But extending the scatterplot to
p
> 2 variables is problematic, while extending the ParC plot is straightforward.
A scatterplot matrix for
p variables is not, in fact, a
p-dimensional scatterplot, but a clever arrangement of many 2-dimensional
scatterplots. To increase the dimensionality of a ParC plot, however, additional variables are merely represented as further axes
positioned parallel to the original axis pair. The main limitation on the number of variables that can be portrayed is a familiar
practical one—the resolution of the output device. Further, each observation in a ParC plot is encoded by a set of line segments
joined end-to-end, an object that might in other contexts be called a proﬁle. An advantage is that the viewer can easily track
sets of observations across the variables plotted—a kind of visual cluster analysis. It is rather more difﬁcult, even with clever




















Figure 1 Figure 2
Inselberg (1985) devised the ParC representation of multivariate data for use in computational geometry. Wegman (1990)
introduced the ParC plot as a visual tool for statistical analysis with high-dimensional data sets. These authors also explored a
number of geometric and statistical properties of data represented in the ParC system. The interested reader is strongly encouraged
to consult these and related references for additional information about the ParC representation. The remainder of this insert













o) that creates such plot.











































































t are represented as parallel vertical
axes of identical length, arranged left-to-right across the plot. varlist must be present and may not contain string variables. An
observation will be ignored if it has missing values for any of the varlist variables, the byvar variable, or the idvar variable;













y; see Remark 6, below, for details. The other options are explained in the sections that follow.























































(graph appears, see Figure 4)




5 are very highly correlated (
r













= .976). These high correlations manifest themselves in Figure 4 as nearly parallel line segments. By contrast,












3 axes points to a more interesting feature; in particular, much of the negative correlation
is induced by a small subset of observations with very low
f
2 values and very high
f
3 values. (Without those observations,
r
=





3 region, and it becomes clear that they form a cluster









5 values are the
highest in the data set. Scanning from left to right, observations in this cluster follow a path that is nearly a mirror image of
the path followed by the remainder of the data set. It is considerably more difﬁcult to detect this kind of behavior in Figure 3,














f1 f3 f5 f2 f4
Low
High
Figure 3 Figure 4


















different pens to the values of idvar; on color monitors, this draws observations at different values of idvar in different colors.
To illustrate, Maronna and Yohai (1995) suggested that observations 8–9 and 32–38 represent two distinct types of outliers.


























































































































































































































































































































l in Figure 5, but with the
observations in each of the other sub-plots of Figure 5 drawn in distinct colors. Notice that observations 32–38, in the lower left
sub-plot of Figure 5, form the cluster seen earlier in Figure 4.
Permuting the axes of a ParC plot
Unlike a scatterplot matrix, a ParC plot is strongly affected by the order in which the variables are arranged. For example,
















5 will be more
difﬁcult to discern. For this reason, it is usually important to draw several versions of a ParC plot, varying the left-right order








d orders the axes of the plot to match the order of the variables in the varlist,s o








d. However, this would often be inefﬁcient,
because of the number of possible permutations of the varlist, and because of the (redundant) processing at each invocation to
prepare the data set for plotting.Stata Technical Bulletin 13
Graphs by Pixel cluster



















=2 possible pairs of











r option initiates Wegman’s efﬁcient tour of the possible reorderings of the
































(a sequence of graphs appears)
produces a sequence of ParC plots, the ﬁrst three of which present all 10 pairs of the ﬁve variables as adjacent axes. The tour








-, and waits for the user to press a key; the tour then continues, endlessly, until the user



















)-st plot is identical to the ﬁrst plot on
the tour.
Scaling the axes of a ParC plot
Conventionally, axes in a ParC plot have identical lengths and orientations (upward movements correspond to increases








d scales each axis so that the endpoints are the minimum and maximum values of the






r option provides another scaling:
The axes are drawn so that the median of each variable coincides with the axis midpoint, the length is set so that all observations
ﬁt on the axis, and a reference line is drawn at the median.

























































(a sequence of graphs appears)
begins a tour in which all 45 pairs of the 10 variables appear on adjacent axes during the ﬁrst ﬁve ParC plots; separate plots
are drawn for domestic and foreign autos. Figure 6 shows the sixth stop on this tour. Notice that, on each of the leftmost six
variables, nearly the entire group of 22 foreign autos falls at or below the overall median of the combined set of 74 autos. It













g have a strong positive skew; such aspects
are more difﬁcult to detect with the default axis scaling.
Remarks
1. In some respects, the ParC plot uses space more efﬁciently than does a scatterplot matrix. Figure 6 presents three ParC
plots for
p
= 10 variables, with enough detail to be usable. The corresponding set of scatterplot matrices will contain 135
scatterplots which, if drawn in the same space, will be too small to be useful.








d works hard to make the most
of that space. If the
b





the names are drawn alternately at the bottoms and tops of successive axes. This strategy generally prevents variable names
from overwriting each other for
p























> 18 will generally avoid
overlap in the axis names.14 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-29
3. If the
b








d abandons any attempt to label every axis, and instead labels only the ﬁrst and last
axis in each plot. The full set of axis names—abbreviated, if necessary—is then written as a title at the bottom of the


















o prints the current axis ordering to the screen
before drawing the plot. In windowed versions of Stata, one can alternate between viewing the ParC plot in a Graph window
and the axis names in the Results window. In addition, it is possible to capture the list of axis names (in a log ﬁle, perhaps)






























) are both present, byvar and






















































































be supplied, though many of them would not be helpful.
Graphs by Car type














Campbell, N. A. 1989. Bushﬁre mapping using NOAA AVHRR data. Technical Report, CSIRO.
Inselberg, A. 1985. The plane with parallel coordinates. The Visual Computer 1: 69–91.
Maronna, R. and Yohai, V. J. 1995. The behavior of the Stahel-Donoho robust multivariate estimator. Journal of the American Statistical Association
90: 330–341.
Wegman, E. J. 1990. Hyperdimensional data analysis using parallel coordinates. Journal of the American Statistical Association 85: 664–675.
gr19 Misleading or confusing boxplots
John C. Nash, Faculty of Administration, University of Ottawa
jcnash@aix1.uottawa.ca
Boxplots provide a convenient summary of univariate distributional properties. This note points out that the scaling of data
and/or missing values may give rise to misleading or confusing plots. Keen observations by Laszlo Engleman of Systat were
the motivations for these notes.Stata Technical Bulletin 15
Background
As part of an analysis of data relating to the performance of three optimization algorithms (Nash and Nash 1994; based
on Nash and Nocedal 1991), various performance information was recorded for three programs as they minimized twenty large
test functions (in 200 to 10000 variables) from prescribed starting points. Table 1 shows the data recorded for two of these
programs, labeled CG and TN, for the number of function/gradient evaluations required by each of the problems. The problems
are labeled by letters of the alphabet from A to T. Note that we do not have data for the CG code for problem F where the
program failed; this program also reached an evaluation limit for problem A. How such important matters should be dealt with
in the performance analysis is outside the present discussion.



















200 9999 929 A
200 2491 456 B
200 6847 599 C
500 4889 3446 D
1000 36 58 E
1000 . 200 F
  note missing value
1000 456 75 G
500 98 54 H
200 14 20 I
1000 573 208 J
961 519 387 K
10000 33 111 L
1000 56 75 M
1000 302 160 N
10000 76 118 O
1000 615 68 P
1000 591 210 Q
1000 91 370 R
10000 13 19 S
403 144 100 T
Graphs, transformations, and missing values
Because the problem sizes are quite different, the count data has a very wide range. A comparative plot, as in Figure 1,





















Figure 1. Unscaled data Figure 2. Log-transformed data
A logarithmic transformation of the variables gives the plot in Figure 2. Note that now we have the data nicely distributed
over the graph. Points no longer coalesce in the one-way plots. The boxplots show the relative positions of the median and
hinges. However, a count of the points on the one-way plot shows some points have still coalesced. Moreover, the missing value
in CG implies there are only 19 data points, so the median must correspond to one of the points, which it does. For the TN data,
however, the median does not correspond to an observation. The boxplot has, in fact, been drawn using all available data. This16 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-29
is clear from Figure 3, which presents boxplots of logarithmically transformed data for the TN program where we artiﬁcially set
the appropriate observation to missing in the lower plot. The medians are highlighted with arrows in Figure 3.
More troubling in its initial appearance is Figure 4, where the marginal boxplot at the top appears to have lost its whisker.
This graph has been drawn using the original data, but the axes have been logarithmically scaled. In fact, the box at the top
of Figure 1 has simply been stretched out. The resulting graph can be considered correct, but requires an unusual interpretation
and so may be the cause of confusion.
Artiﬁcial examples of axis scaling
We can also use artiﬁcial data. As an example, 100 uniformly spaced values 0.05, 0.10,
:
:




















t) and exponentials (
e
x
p). Figure 5 shows the graphs of these drawn
with no axis scaling, log scaling of the
y-axis, and both
x and
y-axes log-scaled. Note that the axes are scaled, but the axis
labeling refers to the original data scale. A spline summary of the data has been drawn and this overlays the points. Of course,
when there is a modest volume of data, we could simply plot the points and not draw connecting lines or a spline summary.
Since boxplots are a mechanism to bring out the distributional shape for a set of data, and use distances in the original scale to
adjust the whisker, outlier and far out points, we should clearly not carry out transformations of the data scale. However, such
transformations may be invoked inadvertently or automatically by statistical software. We can avoid misinterpretation, even with
high volumes of data, by noting (as in the examples)
￿ that the axis ticks tell the reader that a log or similar scale has been used;
￿ that boxplots and one-way (distributional) plots show how the shape of the two-way graphs may be supported by many

























Figure 3. Effect of a missing value Figure 4. Unscaled data, log-scaled axes
Conclusion
Graphs can, as always, convey misleading impressions. The exercise above points out speciﬁc concerns when logarithmic
scales are used and/or there is missing data, especially if graphics are combined so that different elements may use or not use
all the data, or may be transformed or rendered in ways that could have unintended interpretations.
Acknowledgments
Laszlo Engleman of Systat noted the apparently anomalous boxplots in Figure 4 that led to this note. All the graphs here
were prepared with Stata, but no criticism of this product should be drawn from the present discussion. Indeed, the ease with
which Stata prepared the graphs allowed this investigation.Stata Technical Bulletin 17
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Figure 5. Different axis scales, artiﬁcial data
ip11 A tool for manipulating
S # objects
John R. Gleason, Syracuse University, 73241.717@compuserve.com
This insert describes a command (
s
n




2,e t c .
s
n
o is principally a tool for programmers, as ordinary Stata users will rarely have need to directly manipulate
Stata objects in this way.
Stata programs often make their arguments and results available for use by other programs. Traditionally, this has been
accomplished by storing important objects in the
S # macros. However, Stata now has scalars and matrices so that numerical
objects can, and perhaps should, be saved in
S # scalars and matrices. In any case, the programming guidelines offered in [4]
program fragments suggest that programs should store in objects named
S #,w h e r e# is a small positive integer; often this




2, etc. When developing Stata programs, it can be helpful
to display
S # objects, perhaps to verify that a program saves results in the intended way. Similarly, it may be useful to erase
all
S # objects before testing a program, to guarantee that when those objects are next examined, their contents will have been




o displays or drops objects (macros, scalars, or matrices) named according to Stata’s
S # convention.
















































2, etc.; the options are explained in the text that follows.
S # macros
To illustrate, suppose that no
S # macros are currently deﬁned, as would be true when Stata is launched. As will be explained
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The default response of
s
n
































































0, displaying those that happen to exist.
s
n
o follows a different strategy: it displays
S # macros until it encounters
a gap or break in the numbering of the macros. In our example,
S
4 does not exist, so that
s
n
o encounters a gap after displaying
S
3 and thus exits. The size of the gap that causes
s
n












































































































































































(hcount) option restricts attention to












t will normally ﬁnd all of the
S # macros. On the other
hand, combining a large value for gcount with a given value of hcount ﬁnds all








































































tolerates gaps of size 9 but exits at
S



















) would show all
















o to silently drop rather than display




















S # macros, beginning at
S

























































































0, which includes all of the
S # macros
deﬁned in this example.Stata Technical Bulletin 19
S # scalars and matrices
For reasons of accuracy and speed, a programmer should often prefer to pass numerical results as scalars or matrices rather
than as macros (see [6a] scalars). Stata’s scalars and matrices share a common name space so that, in a sense, together they










o to operate on objects in that class named according
to the










lists all currently deﬁned


















































ip12 Parsing tokens in Stata































e makes it easy to
write ado-ﬁles that are indistinguishable from internal Stata commands. In high-level parsing, the program author speciﬁes the









e command handles all the drudgery of parsing and error-checking. By

















e splits a string into separate tokens. The user speciﬁes a list of parsing characters, that is, characters that
mark the boundaries between tokens.































































































































































































t option can vary, the argument of the option is left as a general string.
The next step is to use low-level parsing to break this string into separate tokens in order to test them for validity (are they all
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) option is processed.





e is a minor nuisance. However, Stata’s conventions for separating arguments in lists
are sometimes ambiguous. In some commands and options, arguments are separated by spaces. In others, arguments are separated
by commas, even when spaces would be sufﬁcient to distinguish the arguments. For example, according to the syntax diagram,






























































































t. A lazy programmer will require the arguments to be separated by spaces, since that design will simplify parsing the
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































e breaks a string into tokens and stores the list of tokens in the global macro
S













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































) option speciﬁes a preﬁx for the new variables. The default preﬁx is
v, and the sufﬁxes are the integers from 1
to the largest number of tokens found.
sg29.1 Tabulation of observed/expected ratios and conﬁdence intervals (Update)
Peter Sasieni, Imperial Cancer Research Fund, London, FAX (011)-44-171-269 3429
This insert updates sg29, my earlier article on standardized mortality ratios. SMRs are commonly used in epidemiology to
summarize the results of cohort studies. Observed incidences of a particular condition in a cohort are compared to expected
incidences to see whether they are unusually large or small. Under standard assumptions, the total observed count,
O, is a Poisson
random variable with mean
E, the expected count.








This insert replaces my original program,
s
m





y. This new program has a slightly
different syntax and improved formatting.
s
m





y allows the user to collapse
the data according to the levels of a variable speciﬁed in the
b
y option.
Consider, for instance, an example used in the previous insert. In this example, we had data on the observed and expected
numbers of cancers at different sites in a cohort who previously had melanoma. The data consisted of one observation per site.
Suppose, however, that we had recorded many observations per site. There might have been a separate observation for each








e and the old
s
m















































































































y speciﬁes groups for which the observed/expected ratios are to be calculated separately. These groups are used to label the
rows. byvar can be either a numeric or a string variable. If it is a noninteger number, it is advisable to read and store the






































l speciﬁes that the total observed count together with its expectation, the ratio
O
=
E, and conﬁdence interval should be












l option is also speciﬁed, then the test
















e, is also designed to compute SMRs. However they have a different data structure in mind, thus their syntax






















































The syntax is similar to that used for regression-type commands, that is, the outcome variable is followed by the covariates







e assumes the exposure
variable contains the number of person-years at risk, so the ratios of obsvar over expvar will be the rates of the observations.













r was written, I wanted to produce SMRs for different diseases in a single
cohort of individuals. It would not have been appropriate to perform a trend test or even to graph the ratios against the ICD







e is considered to be a covariate (they call it xvar), such as different levels of exposure, time since
exposure, or age groups. In such circumstances, the trend test and graph are certainly appropriate and provide a nice addition



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































y displays both the trend test and the test for unequal SMRs. When there are only two groups, these tests







e calculates the variance of the test for
unequal SMRs.)







e are based on a normal approximation to the Poisson distribution. The lower
limit is too high even when the observed number of deaths is relatively large.
Example 3
The ﬁnal example uses data from Breslow and Day (1987, Table 3.12). Note how the ordinal trend test gives the same













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Breslow N. E. and N. E. Day. 1987. Statistical Methods in Cancer Research: Volume II—The Design and Analysis of Cohort Studies. Lyon: International
Agency for Research on Cancer.
Clayton D. and M. Hills. 1995. ssa7: Analysis of follow-up studies. Stata Technical Bulletin 27: 19–26.
Sasieni, P. 1995. sg29: Tabulation of observed/expected ratios and conﬁdence intervals. Stata Technical Bulletin 23: 18–20.
sg46 Huber correction for two-stage least squares estimates
Mead Over, The World Bank, aover@worldbank.org
Dean Jolliffe, The World Bank, djolliffe@worldbank.org
Andrew Foster, University of Pennsylvania, afoster@pop.upenn.edu
In applied microeconometric analysis, instrumental variable estimation by two-stage least squares is frequently used to







s command, instrumental variable
estimation is neatly implemented by placing the list of exogenous variables in parentheses, after the list of independent variables
and before the comma that demarcates the options. Because the Stata command for least squares with Huber- (or White-)











s command, it is natural to infer that it
would also accept a list of instrumental variables in parentheses before the comma as a signal to perform instrumental variable




g does not correctly interpret the variables in parentheses. (It simply













g which does recognize the set of variables in parentheses as a set of instrumental
















































































































2 are the excluded instruments, and cluster is
a variable designating the ﬁrst stage of a two-stage sample design (for example, the town or city in a household survey). If







s that assumes homoscedasticity and independence will in general produce inconsistent standard errors.








s, consider a slightly modiﬁed version of the model used in the Stata manual to describe















































































c is the median
















a ﬁle distributed with Stata. The only difference between this example and the one used in the Stata manual is that the







l equation. For this example, it is assumed that the inter-regionStata Technical Bulletin 25
















s will correct the estimated standard errors for this form of heteroscedasticity. Below are the

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Huber variance–covariance matrix for ordinary least squares estimates of































































j is the estimated residual for observation
j. The formula corresponding to equation (1) for two-stage least squares
estimation (White 1984, p. 141) is obtained by replacing the vector
x
i in (1) with
b
x
i, its predicted value from the ﬁrst stage

































































s takes advantage of the similarity between equations (2) and (1) by replacing each of the
x variables in the data













e command is used to ensure
that the
x variables are restored to their original values upon termination of the procedure.
References
Huber, P. J. 1967. The behavior of maximum likelihood estimates under non-standard conditions. Proceeding of the Fifth Berkeley Symposium on
Mathematical Statistics and Probability 1: 221–233.
White, H. 1984. Asymptotic Theory for Econometricians. New York: Academic Press.26 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-29
sg47 A plot and a test for the
￿
2 distribution











k commands are designed to produce normal probability plots and to test samples for departure















i produces a quantile–quantile (Q–Q) plot for the
￿
2 distribution. If a variable








i will be roughly a straight line. Due to the skewness, there will be a much
greater concentration of points in the lower-left quadrant of the diagram than in the upper right. The values in the upper-right
quadrant will be highly variable and often will not lie on the “ideal” line, even if
Y really does. The slope in the lower-left
quadrant indicates whether the degrees of freedom are about right or not. If
￿ is too small, the slope will be
>
1 and the points
will form a curve above the line. If
￿ is too large, the slope will be
<

















































m transforms the values on both axes to their cube roots, which transforms a
￿
2 variable to approximate normality.
Since this transformation suppresses the straggly upper tail, the graph may be easier to interpret.













The Anderson–Darling goodness-of-ﬁt test
a
2 performs the Anderson–Darling
A




2 test is one of a family of tests based on the empirical distribution function or EDF (see Stephens 1974). A large, signiﬁcant
value of the test statistic indicates departure from the hypothesized distribution. (As always, a non-signiﬁcant value does not

















































































) is not optional; it speciﬁes the assumed distribution to be tested. Only the ﬁrst letter of

























2 statistic for association between proportions of observations in the
r rows and
c columns in a two-way

















commands to investigate the
￿
2 assumption in 3
￿ 3 tables based on four sample sizes: 5, 10, 20, 45.
Traditionally, the
￿
2 assumption is taken to be adequate when the cell occupancies exceed ﬁve. With nine cells this condition
will hold on average for
n
= 45 and above.
For each of the four sample sizes, I simulated 500 random samples with no association between the rows and columns and


























































































), so the results for each randomly-generated table were displayed, saved to a log ﬁle
for further processing and re-read into Stata.
The ﬁgure shows plots of the simulated
￿
2 statistics for each of the 4 sample sizes. The mean cell occupancy for
n
= 5i s
5/9 and the distribution of
X





are curved, indicating departure from a
￿
2 distribution, but perhaps less markedly than one might expect given the small sample
sizes. The plot for
n























































p-values from the Anderson–Darling
A
2 statistic are 0.000, 0.000, 0.001, and 0.094 for
n
= 5, 10, 20, 45, respectively,
so only the results for
n
= 45 suggest that the
￿
2 assumption is not rejected at the 5% level of signiﬁcance. Nevertheless, it is






2 assumption is not badly violated.
For the beneﬁt of readers who wish to experiment further (for example, with rectangular rather than square tables), I have






























o) and carries out the analyses.
References
Stephens, M. A. 1974. EDF statistics for goodness of ﬁt and some comparisons. Journal of the American Statistical Association 69: 730–737.
sg48 Making predictions in the original metric for log-transformed models
Richard Goldstein, Qualitas, Inc., richgold@netcom.com
The advice often given, for many relatively simple regression problems, is to transform the dependent variable. If the
transformed version makes sense (is interpretable), then this is ﬁne. However, if the transformation is made only for estimation
purposes and predicted values are desired in the original metric (for example, dollars), then there can be problems because
the obvious retransformation is often not what is wanted. For example, if one transforms the dependent variable by taking
logarithms, the simple retransformation of just exponentiating the predicted values will give you a conditional median rather
than the expected, and usually desired, conditional mean. If the conditional mean is actually what is wanted, then the median is
a biased retransformation.
In several disciplines, ranging from ecology to economics, a different retransformation has been suggested: exponentiate
the sum of the predicted value and one half the square of the root mean square error from the regression. (See, for instance,
Miller 1984. Note that Miller has similar retransformations for other common transforms, including square root and reciprocal).








g, an ado ﬁle that calculates all three retransformations. These predictions are added to the data























R (Duan’s smearing estimate



























































t option is used, the predictions will be calculated only for the cases used in the regression; otherwise predictions
















t ([5s] ﬁt) command is used if the user adds the option.
Duan argues that his retransformation is less biased than the naive one if there is any skewness remaining after transforming
the dependent variable; this is especially so if the underlying data are a mixture of normals rather than a truly skewed variable.
He shows in his paper that the naive retransform is no more efﬁcient than his as long as the square of the RMSE is no more than
0.5. It is not much less efﬁcient even if the square of the RMSE is about 1.0 and not much less efﬁcient in any case where there














g is likely to be used only after one has examined a
number of regressions to come up with one best model (or a small number of competitive models).
Examples
The examples use the familiar automobile data. These examples consist of three regressions that use the log of price as the































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Duan, N. 1983. Smearing estimate: a nonparametric retransformation method. Journal of the American Statistical Association 78: 605–610.
Miller, D. M. 1984. Reducing transformation bias in curve ﬁtting. The American Statistician 38: 124–126.
snp9 Kornbrot’s rank difference test
Richard Goldstein, Qualitas, Inc., richgold@netcom.com
Kornbrot’s rank difference test (Kornbrot 1990), used exactly as one would use Wilcoxon’s signed-ranks test ([5s] signrank),








t, a Stata ado-ﬁle that calculates Kornbrot’s
rank difference test.
Wilcoxon’s signed-ranks test generally is used in two situations: (1) with continuous data that are, or may be, distributed
non-normally, and (2) with ordinal data. However, as Kornbrot points out, “a procedure is meaningful for ordinal data if it gives
the same result when applied to the original data, or any strictly monotone transformation of the data.” As she points out, and
as we illustrate below, Wilcoxon’s signed-ranks test fails this criterion (also see Maritz 1985). Kornbrot’s rank difference test



































k, Stata’s command to perform Wilcoxon’s signed-ranks test. Further,








k command is used. Unfortunately, the statement of the hypothesis in the









k also if you want.30 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-29
Example













































































































































































































































































Note that the ﬁnal two variables are equal to the ﬁrst occurrence of the variable divided into 60; this transformation turns a time








k on the two sets of variables; note the difference in the
results (a
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Kornbrot provides extensive tables of
p-values, based on simulations, for the Kornbrot test in samples smaller than twenty.
These tables appear to be particularly important for samples smaller than eight. However, I have followed Stata by ignoring
these adjustments and simply using the normal approximation. If you use tables for the Wilcoxon test itself for small samples,
you will be a little conservative. Note that I have also followed Stata in not using a continuity correction, something which
Kornbrot strongly advocates.
Reference
Kornbrot, D. E. 1990. The rank difference test: A new and meaningful alternative to the Wilcoxon signed ranks test for ordinal data. British Journal
of Mathematical and Statistical Psychology 43: 241–264.
Maritz, J. S. 1985. Models and the use of signed rank tests. Statistics in Medicine 4: 145–153.32 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-29
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